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quietly. dancing in the detritus.

performance notes
o horizon, gloa on the forest floor should be performed extremely quietly, with trembling and a hand of metal thimbles.
This piece makes use of a number of small, independently controlled lines, using five metal thimbles sliding along the harp’s lower strings to create a slow-shifting and
disorienting texture. Sonically, the piece is fragile and very quiet: a fluctuating soundscape of string scrapes, intermittently punctuated by small clusters and delicate points.
Standing by the harp’s column (as though embracing the instrument) and wearing thimbles on the fingertips of one hand, control discrete portamenti lines by sliding slowly up
and down a cluster of wire strings. Your empty hand is used to pluck, brush and rub the strings intermittently. Thimbles should be worn on the hand closest to the audience and
can be filled with putty or taped in order to stay in place.
All methods of exciting the strings use only the minimum amount of force to create a sound. As a result, the whole piece is extremely quiet and emphasises the performative
control of these very small actions and fragile sounds. By approaching a relatively complex set of actions from a perspective of highly attenuated activity, it is my hope that you
become attuned to the smallest fluctuations of your body and instrument. These fluctuations—the flutters, the faltering tremors of your hands and fingers— are not incidental,
they become the focus of the piece.
Let ring. Still. Lights low.

possibilities for sound reinforcement
Some ‘sound reinforcement’ is required, though it is important to note that the piece must remain quiet: our purpose is not to ‘amplify’ or magnify everything, but to subtly
support and reveal those sounds just on the brink of audibility.
A stereo pair of small-diaphragm condensers should be placed behind the harp (not obscuring the audience’s view), and focused very closely on the ‘thimble hand’. These
microphones make the small scrapes and artefacts of the thimbles and strings just audible (but never loud).
Additionally, a contact microphone or pickup may be placed on the soundboard near the lower strings. This provides greater low-frequency response for the string buzz and
tremolo parts.
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notation
thimble hand [top five blue lines, assumes RH]

Slide thimble up or down string. Points are waymarkers only and are not articulated.

Strike thimble gently onto string to attack, hold.

Thimble tremolo: lightly tapping the string. Quickly, but irregular. Keeping dynamics low is more important than the speed.
empty hand [bottom stave, assumes LH]

Empty hand plucks the string that the thimble is currently scraping for a dull harmonic. Softly.

Pluck note and buzz softly and intermittently with finger. Bloom.

Slowly rub open hand along (up/down) a cluster of low-mid strings just above thimble cluster. Slow wind, whistling.

Tremolo: gently brushing the string with side of the finger.

Slowly and lightly rub open hand around/across mid-to-high strings in a irregular circular motion. Soft clouds with some indiscernible
pitch. Optionally, a small amount of rosin may be used on the hand and fingers for more definition in the sound.
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